Abstract. In the paper the author introduces FCW_MRFI, which is a streaming data frequent item mining algorithm based on variable window. The FCW_MRFI algorithm can mine frequent item in any window of recent streaming data, whose given length is L. Meanwhile, it divides recent streaming data into several windows of variable length according to m, which is the number of the counter array. This algorithm can achieve smaller query error in recent windows, and can minimize the maximum query error in the whole recent streaming data.
Introduction
Although there are many algorithms concerning of frequent item mining in streaming data [1, 3, 5] , many of them don't put emphasis on current data. The existing researches of frequent item mining in the most recent streaming data are mainly algorithms based on slide window technology. L. Golab et al. introduced an algorithm based on hopping windows [2] , which requires a specified a threshold 1/m. Recently, they introduced several algorithms utilizing slide window model. Lee and Ting [7] put forward an algorithm, which can realize space complexity O( ε −1), and processing time of updating and querying O( ε −1). L. Zhang and Y. Guan [6] proposed an Estimate of streaming data frequent value based on slide window, which requires a memory space O( ε −1) , and the processing and querying time of each data item O( ε −1). H.T.Lam,T.Calders [8] presented to mine the first K maximum frequent item in slide windows with dynamic-Change lengths. I.T.Ferry et al. proposed an algorithm which divides the most recent streaming data based on time-inclined method [4] .
II. Definition
If the particular window to be queried is
, then the length of query window w is min max
If is a constant defined by the system between [0,1], and if the support of a particular x in w is equal to or larger than w φ (φ ), then x is the frequent item of the window. We are supposed to query the frequent item designated by the user in the most recent streaming data.
To counter the problems occurred in other methods, a compromise, FCW_MRFI, is proposed in this paper. FCW_MRFI tries to preserve as much newer data information as possible, and at the same time minimize maximum and ensemble error. While not end condition do 4. t=t+1; C 0 =C -1 ; 5.
III
form Count for newer group and store to C -1 ; temp1=C -1 ; 6.
q=min(G(t),m) /*m is the number of counter array, G(t) the location of "1", which is the lowest in binary representation of integer t */ 7. for j=1 to q do 8. temp2=C j ; 9.
C j =C j-1 +temp1; temp1=temp2; 10.
end for j ; 11.
Let m＇=m-logL, mark windows of length 2 i as S i , and mark the corresponding counter array as C i .
As for those m＇ unused counter arrays, the length of them is divided according to the following principle: first, from S l-1 , delete S 
Then the maximum number of window k is 1 )
T i , the number of window S i is defined by 1 '
Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn as follows: Theorem 1: with the window-arranging method mentioned above, the number of windows arranged is exactly the same as the given number of counter array m. Prove : if Tk≠0 starts at k th layer Total number of windows =Tk+Tk-1+....+T1+T0
proven Theorem 2: with the window-arranging method mentioned above, certain given counter array can cover the query of the most recent steaming data of length L-1. Prove 
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If the buffer array C -1 is included, it can cover the query of the most recent streaming data with length L entirely. As it is within the query range, the maximum coverage range is 2 k . Therefore, it is not difficult to draw a conclusion as follows: Theorem 3: The window-arranging method mentioned above is a scheme that can employ as many as m windows to query the most recent streaming data of coverage length L, and can guarantee the error less than 2 k-1 . Among which:
Thus it can be seen that the maximum query error of the counter within query windows is 2 k-1 , and the minimum error is 0. Errors are greater for older data spans, and smaller for newer ones. To sum up, FCW_MRFI is given below to illustrate the refresh procedure of individual counter array
receive and form hcount of the first two windows and save to C -1 ,, C 0 , C 1 =C -1 +C 0 ; 3.
While not end condition do 4. t=t+1; C 0 =C -1 ; 5.
q=min(G(t),k) /*k is the number of counter array, G(t) the location of "1", which is the lowest in binary representation of integer t */ 7. for j=1 to q do 8 . temp2=
for i=2 to T i do 9. temp2= end While ; End
IV. Experimental Investigation
Experiments with real data sets are conducted to measure FCW_MRFI algorithm, and compare its performance with TiTiCount algorithm which adopts tilted time frame method. All experiments were operated on PCs with 512M memory, 1.7G CPU, WINDOWS XP operating system, and programmed using python2.6. In experiments, parameters are set as:
In real data experiments, data set kosarak [5] is adopted (http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/data/). 90 groups of query windows created randomly are adopted to compare their recall rate and accuracy. 
V. Conclusion
The FCW_MRFI algorithm can mine frequent item in any window of recent streaming data, whose given length is L. Meanwhile, it divides recent streaming data into several windows of variable length according to m, which is the number of the counter array. This algorithm can achieve smaller query error in recent windows, and can minimize the maximum query error in the whole recent streaming data. In order to compare its accuracy and recall rate with other existing methods, experiments with real data sets are conducted, which proves that FCW_MRFI algorithm offers much improved accuracy in recent frequent item mining in data stream.
